Manas AI

LF AI Day
An introduction
Manas AI is a AI startup based in London.
Our Core Products

Real Time Predictions
Real time ‘what next’ predictions based on models that detect algorithmic patterns over time, risk and other dimensions.

Language Intelligence
- Extracts the actionable meaning and insights from the data.
- Building Responses to communication.

Data Collection, Processing, Compliance +

Blend of Neural Networks, Machine Learning, NLP & Statistical Modelling
Real Time Predictions for Growth in Customers and Margins.

1. Increase Retention. Predict individual customers retention risk, and causes

2. Grow Sales. Predict customers propensity to buy, products they will buy


And a Moonshot Project in Cancer Research
Language Intelligence

1. Meaningful Insights & Trends from Customer and Partner communications.

2. Automated Responses in Support

3. RPA frontend for unstructured communications.
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